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If the length of transition is 50 ft., i.e. in order to apply the
maximum superelevation, then p = 50 ft,,
and
 or 0-0833
a = 2° 20'
which is the polar angle for p = 50 ft. and is the point of commence-
ment PC of the main curve. Where the lemniscate is used more
fully, it is a good plan to set out the kerb lines independently, as
this gives a gradual widening to a maximum at the midpoint of the
bend and at the point of greatest curvature.
This is shown clearly in Fig. 25, where two roads intersecting at
an acute angle are connected by lemniscate curves.
An actual example of the setting out of this curve for a concrete
road is given below :
The width of the road when widened was 45 ft., and the radius
at the midpoint of the curve was 200 ft. The work was carried out
in half-widths in order to keep the road open for traffic. The
approximate centre line of the road at each bend was first determined,
and the surface gradient defined with pegs. The inside kerb-line
to a lemniscate curve was then set out with the theodolite, beginning
at the tangent point on each side of the midpoint of the curve. The
curve is shown in Pig. 26. Lemniscate curves were also set out for
the outer kerb. The two kerbs will show a widening towards the
middle point—in this case an amount of about 2 ft. on a 28-ft.
carriage-way. The cross-fall was arranged as follows :—
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It will be evident that with the cross-fall of 1 in 16 and a 200-ffc*
radius, a perfect balance between the forces of the weight of the
vehicle, reaction from road, and centrifugal effect is obtained at a
traffic spe^d of about 14 m.pJtu
e, and cross-fall or banking of 1 in 24, a similar

